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Abstract 

In this work, elastic wave propagation through media with spheroidal inclusions is studied. The 

exact treatment of this phenomenon is unfeasible due to multiple scattering processes. There

fore, one has to introduce simplifications. Here, we will use a self-consistent effective-medium 

approach developed by Willis and Sabina. In this approach the heterogeneous medium is re

placed by an effective homogeneous one. This leads to a self-consistent scheme with implicit 

equations for the elastodynamic properties of the effective medium. The scheme is based 

on the approximate solution for the problem of scattering from a single inclusion, which is 

worked out for the case of a spheroidal inclusion in a homogeneous matrix. In this way, we 

are able to compute the effective properties of media containing aligned or randomly oriented 

spheroids as a function of the wave number of the propagating wave. As a result the velocity 
and attenuation of a wave with a wavelength in the order of the inclusion size can be cal

culated. The solution for randomly oriented spheroids is profoundly discussed. Furthermore, 

the model is extended for a two-dimensional medium with circular inclusions. Applications of 

the model are found in seismic prospecting and non-destructive testing of materials. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Elastic wave propagation through heterogeneous media is important for a number of ap

plications. In many areas, elastic wave motion is used in order to obtain a realistic three

dimensional characterization of a certain medium. Applications of interest to Shell are found in 

seismic prospecting and non-destructive testing of materials. Furthermore, this phenomenon 

is also used, for instance, in acoustic tomography for medical diagnostics. 

When propagating through a medium, a wave may be refracted by gradual changes in the 
medium or scattered by inhomogeneities. In this work we will study dispersion and attenuation 

due to scattering by spheroidal inclusions (ellipsoids of revolution), which are embedded 

in a homogeneous matrix. Dispersion and attenuation become particularly significant for 

wavelengths of the order of the inclusion sizes. The sizes of the inclusions can vary on a large 

scale. In seismics relevant inclusion sizes are of the order of millimeters to decameters whereas 

in composite materials the inclusions may be of the order of micrometers to millimeters. In 

all cases, these length scales are assumed to be much larger than the molecular one. Then 

continuum mechanics is applicable to both inclusions and matrix. The length-scale of the 

inclusions, the mesoscopic scale, is itself much smaller than the macroscopic scale. On the 

macroscopic scale, the medium appears to be homogeneous and we notice only effective 

(averaged) elastic properties. 

For seismic exploration, interesting systems are rock materials containing (micro- )cracks. 

These cracks play a role in the permeability of the medium. For investigation, waves are 

excited by explosives or mechanical plate vibrators and received by a geophone. The received 

signals are interpreted with use of large computer systems. Therefore, one needs a good 

theoretical model that is able to reconstruct from the available data the mesocopic structure 

of the investigated medium (or at least the relevant aspects of it). 

For non-destructive testing of materials, ultrasonic waves are generated and received by 

electromechanical transducers. In this way, one can study the condition of a material without 

causing any (additional) damage to the object. Applications are for instance pipeline- and 

reactorwall inspections. In pipelines geometrical damage and corrosion can cause cracks. A 

good method to detect these cracks is needed and not available yet [1]. An example of a 
damage mechanism in reactorwalls is hydrogen attack. Hydrogen atoms, under conditions 

of high pressure and elevated temperatures, diffuse into steel and react with carbides. The 
reaction leads to formation of methane bubbles and, subsequently, intergranular fissuring and 

loss of material strength and toughness. 

As shown, elastic wave propagation through media with inclusions is an important issue 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3 

in many pratical applications. However, the exact treatment of this problem is unfeasible. 

This is due to multiple scattering processes and moreover, in practice, the properties of the 

medium, such as geometric correlations, are not known in full detail. Therefore, all theories 

in this area are based on a number of simplifications. 

Here, we will use an effective medium model developed by Willis and Sabina [2]. In this 
description the composite is replaced by an effective homogeneous one, which is assumed to 

have the same effective properties. The model leads to a self-consistent scheme with implicit 

equations for the elastodynamic properties of the effective medium. It has been implemented 

and extended in several ways. With our computer programs we are able to compute the 

effective elastic properties of media containing aligned or randomly oriented spheroids as a 

function of the wave number of the signal. As a result, the wave speed and attenuation of 

the effective propagating wave can be calculated. In the same way, the scheme has been 

worked out for a 2-dimensional medium with circular inclusions. 



Chapter 2 

Elasticity 

In this chapter a brief introduction to the theory of elasticity will be given. The aim of this 
theory is to describe the mechanical properties of elastic materials. If an elastic material 
is subjected to small strains, the equations of motion and equilibrium are linear. Besides, 
the relation between the stress and the strain is given by a generalized Hooke's law. These 
equations form the starting point for the Willis-Sabina model. 

For the implementation of the model we will use some special representations of the 
elasticity tensor. Therefore, in section 1.2, we will consider the Hill notation for transversely 
isotropic tensors and the Voigt notation for generally symmetric fourth-order tensors. In 
section 1.3 effective properties of heterogeneous media will be discussed. 

2.1 Introduction to the theory of elasticity 

Suppose, a small deformation of a material causes a point x in this object to move to x'. The 
displacement from the equilibrium position is given by the vector 17 = x - x'. If we consider 
two points at mutual distance dl, the distance di' after deformation is given by 

(d/')2 = (d/) 2 + 2eijdxid.·rj , (2.1) 

where we used the Einstein summation convention (summation over repeated indices). In 

this equation the strain tensor "1 is introduced. Using 

( d/) 2 dxf + d:r§ + dx~ 
3 3 

(dl') 2 L(d.1:;)2 = L(dxi + dui) 2 (2.2) 
i=l 

du; 

it follows that 

1 ( oui fJnJ fJu.1. fJu.1) e··=- -+-+--
11 2 OXj fJxi ox;oxi 

(2.3) 

If the deformation gradients ~,·~ are small, e; 1· is equal, to first order in f!.3!.i to 
C1) · CJx1 ' 

e;j = _21 (a~Uj + ()[)~ llj) = [)~llj I ' (2.4) 
Xj Xj Xj .. 

l) 

4 



CHAPTER 2. ELASTICITY 5 

which is called the Cauchy strain tensor. The strain tensor is symmetric under permutation of 
its indices i, j, as indicated by the last notation. The diagonal terms correspond to a change 
of length (compression), the nondiagonal terms correspond to shear strain. 

In equilibrium, the sum of all internal forces in an elastic body vanishes. A deformation 
will cause forces, trying to restore this equilibrium state. The total force acting on a volume 
V with surface S is given by a volume integral 

iv FdV, (2.5) 

where F is a force density. The force-field is the result of molecular interactions, which have 
a very short range compared to the length scale we are dealing with. Therefore, the volume 
integral can be written as a surface integral of the surface tractions f. The surface traction 
ti on a surface with normal vector ii = ( n 1, n2, n3 ) can be expressed in terms of the stress 

=> tensor a, 

So, we find 

f F;dV = f a;1n1dS = f ~aij dV 
iv ls )..,, fh:j 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

Here, we used the divergence theorem of Gauss in the second equation. It can be shown 
[3], that the stress tensor is symmetric. So, both the strain and stress tensor are symmetric 
tensors of rank two. 

In equilibrium the total of all forces equals zero, so 

Dai1(x,t) = 
0

. 
OXj 

(2.8) 

The equation of motion is given by 

oa;j(x,t) /) -

0 
=,1 Pi(:i:,t), 

Xj ul 
(2.9) 

with 

_ . _ oui( :I!, t) 
p;(x, t) = p(x, t) at ' (2.10) 

where ji is the momentum density and p is the mass density. The mass density is defined at 
a point by taking the limit of ratio of mass to volume as volume shrinks to zero. We will 
use a slightly other definition. In anisotropic materials a displacement in the j-direction can 
cause an impuls transport in the i-direction. In that case the relation between the momentum 
density and velocity can be written as 

p;(x,t) = p;1(x,t)%tu1(x,t). (2.11) 
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=> 
Here, the p;j are the components of the so-called density tensor P. (A comparison can be 

made with the effective-mass tensor of an electron in an anisotropic crystal.) For homoge
=> 

neous materials P is just a scalar multiplied by the identity tensor. The equation of motion 
is now given by 

aa;1(i, t) = .§.._ ( ·.· .z: t auJ(x, t)) 
ax

1 
at p,1 (. ' l at (2.12) 

The stress ~ and strain ~ are related through the constitutive equation 

(2.13) 

<=> 
This relation defines the tensor of elasticity C, a tensor of rank four with 81 components 

Cijkl. The strain energy density lr' can be expressed as [4], 

. 1 1 
H1 = ~a; 1 e;1· = -C; 1k1e;1 eu . 2 . 2 . (2.14) 

Using this result and the symmetry of c,j and a;j, the symmetries imposed on Cijkl are 

(i,j,k,l = 1,2,3), (2.15) 

thus giving, in general, 21 independent components. 

In the Willis-Sabina model, inclusions are embedded in matrix material. Therefore, we 
<=> 

will use the matrix elasticity tensor C 1 as a reference value. The local deviation from this 
<=> 

constant value is defined as 6.C( :t. t ). So, the elasticity tensor reads 

In an analogous way we can write the stress and momentum density as 

Oij(i,t) = (Ci)ijkleu(:f,t)+T;j(i,t)' 

p;(i, t) =(Pi );1 ilj (x, n + 7r;(:r, t) , 

where we defined the stress and momentum polarizations 

r;1(x,t) = 6C';J1.:1eki(x,t), 

7r;(i,t) = (P;1(.i,t)- (Pil;j) i11 (x,t). 

From these definitions it follows that f and i are non-zero in the inclusions only. 

2.2 Hill notation and Voigt notation 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

In the previous section, we showed that the elasticity tensor has 21 independent components. 
In case of additional symmetry of the system, this number reduces. If an elastic material is 

isotropic, so that the elastic properties are rotationally invariant, the elasticity tensor has only 
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two independent components. In that case, Cijkl can be written as a linear combination of 

two invariant orthonormal fourth-order tensors, 

(C- )·. = 3 ·U(i) 2 [T( 2J 
IS0.1Jkl K, ljkl + jl 'tjk/ l (2.19) 

where n, is called the compressibility or bulk modulus and Jl the shear modulus of the 
material. Furthermore is 

(2.20) 

and 

u(cx) u(/3) 8 ['(ex) 
ijk/ klrnn = a(J 1 ijrnn (No summation over a) . (2.21) 

In symbolic notation, equation (2.19) is written as 

(2.22) 

In case of transversely isotropic symmetry, so that the elastic properties are rotationally 
invariant around one principal axes and translationally invariant in the direction of this axes, 

the number of independent components reduces to five. Therefore the elasticity tensor can 

be expanded in a basis of five independent tensors. However, in general the product of two 

transversely isotropic elasticity tensors is not an element of this tensor space. Therefore, a 

six-dimensional tensorspace is defined of which the five-dimensional space is a subspace. This 

six-dimensional space is closed with respect to the multiplication. The following set of six 

tensors is used as a basis for this tensor space [5): 

where 

(1) 1 p p 
N;jkl = 2· ij kl 

ji\T (2) - 1 J=> .. i\T 
ijkl - ,,/2 l.Jj kl 

i\,(3) - 1 jJ ,,[ .. 
1 ijkl - Ji kl 1 t) 

i\T ( 4 ) Ji\T 'i\T 
j ijkl = ijl kl 

ji\r! 5l - 1 [P·1. P· + P· JJ. P· ·P J 
iGk1 - 2 '"' 11 " 1k - 11 kl 

Nij
621 = ~ [P;kNj1 + P;1Njk + P1kN;1 + Pj1Nik] 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

Here ii indicates the direction of the principal axes, which from now on is supposed to be the 

3-direction: 

n=(o,0,1). (2.25) 

This set of 6 basis tensors is not orthonormal, even not orthogonal. 
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In symbolic notation, introduced by Hill [6], the elasticity tensor for a transversely isotropic 
system is expressed in this basis 1 as 

CTI = (2k, ./21, ./2q, n, 2m, 2p), (2.28) 

where by definition 

k C1111 - C1212 = C2222 - C1212, 

I C1133 = C2233 , 

q C3311 = C3322 , 

n C333:3 , (2.29) 

m C1212, 

p C:ll3t = C3232 . 

{:} 

If I = q, C is diagonally symmetric corresponding to pair symmetry. The product of two 
{:} {:}I 

tensors C en C is in symbolic notation given by 

{:} {:}I 

C :C = ('11.:k' + 2lr/, 2./21.:l' + ./2ln', 

2\!2qJ,:' + ./211r/, 1111
1 +2ql',4m.m.1

, 4pp') , (2.30) 

where':' means double contraction. It follows, that the result of the product of two diagonally 
symmetric tensors does not have the same symmetry! 

Furthermore, the identity tensor reads 

{:} 

I= (1,0,0, 1, l, 1), (2.31) 

and the inverse' tensor 

{:}-1 n -,/21 -J2q 21.: 1 l 
c = ( /\ '--;;::-· --;:::-. /\ . -2 • -2 ) , 

u u u u ·m ·p (2.32) 

where 

6 = 2(1.:n - lq) . (2.33) 

An isotropic tensor is written in this basis as 

~ 1 2 2 4 
C'iso = (2(,,; + -p), \!2(1,: - -;-p), ./2(1t. - -;-ft), k + -

3
/l, 2fl, 2p) · 

3 ;3 ;3 . (2.34) 

1 Another ha.sis which only differs in the second a.nd third basis tensors, is sometimes used [7): 

(2.26) 

.,. 
In this basis Cr1 is written in s~·mholic notation as 

.,. 
CTt = (2/.:, lj, I. II,'.!.'///, :!.p) . (2.27) 
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IJ - I 
11 - 1 
22 -.,. 2 

33 -.,. 3 
23(32) - 4 
13(31) - 5 
12(21) -.,. 6 

Table 2.1: The Voigt notation 

Next, we will give a representation for the elasticity tensor which can be used for all 

systems, regardless of any symmetry. It is rather difficult to deal with fourth-order tensors, 

especially finding inverses. A solution for this problem is a matrix representation, the so-called 

Voigt notation. The original Voigt notation projects the elasticity tensor on a symmetric six 

by six matrix. So, the Voigt matrix contains maximum 21 independent components which is 

equal to the maximum independent components of the elasticity tensor. The transformation 

implies the contraction of a pair of indices to one index (Table 2.1). 

The Voigt transformation can simply be written down in a matrix from 

( ~ ~ 5) 
5 4 ~ (2.35) 

where the value of the ij-component represents the new index I. For example, component 

C f C,\'oigt 
2213 trans orrns to 25 . 

{:} {:} 

However, in this way, the Voigt notation of the result of a tensor product A : B is not 

equal to the result of the matrix product of the Voigt matrices of these tensors: 

(
<=?.{:})Voigt {:}Voigt <=?Voigt 
A.B i=A ·B . (2.36) 

A slightly different transformation puts this problem right. The only change is an additional 

factor h for the nondiagonal components of (2.35). So, in this way C2213 transforms to 

h Ci/. Now, the tensor product and inverse operation can easily be calculated using the 

matrix representations and the ordinary rules for these operations upon matrices. 

The new 'VJ' notation for a transversely isotropic elasticity tensor is written 

k+ m k-m. 0 0 0 
k- m k+m 0 0 0 

{:} q q n 0 0 0 
(2.37) Cr1 = 

0 0 0 2p 0 0 
() 0 0 0 2p 0 
0 0 () () 0 2m 
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which reduces, in case of isotropy, to 

Ii + ~ll I{. - ~p /i-1p 0 0 0 
f'i.. - ~/l Ii + J. /l Ii - ~/l 0 0 0 

<=> K - ~/l Ii - ~/l Ii + ~/l 0 0 0 
Ciso = 0 0 0 2p 0 0 

(2.38) 

0 0 0 0 2p 0 
0 0 0 0 0 2p 

The indices of the stress and strain tensor can be contracted in the same way, too. 

Resulting in, for the strain components, 

eVJ i· J 1 
en e4 = -ez3 1 J2 

eVJ \' J l 
(2.39) 2 e22 E'5 = J2e1:1 ' 

\' J \' J 1 
C3 (~3:3 e1> = -e12 

12 
and similar for the stress components. It can easily be verified that, with this transformation, 
for example 

(2.40) 

The constitutive equation is written in Voigt notation, as 

a v J = (' v J fy ./ 
l . lj . } • (2.41) 

2.3 Effective properties of heterogeneous media 

We are interested in the effective elastic properties of heterogeneous media which can be 
thought of inclusions embedded in a homogeneous matrix. Important examples of these 

media are composite materials, porous media or media containing cracks. For the exploration 
and production of oil, for instance, very interesting systems are rock materials containing 

micro-cracks. These micro-cracks may play a role in the permeability of the material. 
Heterogeneous media consist of several phases. The length scale of the inhomogeneities, 

the mesoscopic scale, is small compared to the macroscopic scale but very large compared to 
the molecular scale. The properties fluctuate on a mesoscopic scale because of the different 

properties of the phases. However, on the macroscopic scale these media appear to be 

homogeneous and we notice only effective elastic properties. 
The macroscopic effective elastic properties can be determined by averaging the char

acteristic (macroscopic) elastic properties of the phases on mesoscopic scale. Therefore we 

consider the volumetric averages of the stress- and strain fields 6 and i 

{ 
< i;.i >(v)= f., J e;j(f, t)dV 

< 6;.i >(vJ= f. f a;j(:r, t)rlF 
(2.42) 
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where the integral is taken over a representative volume ll. The effective elasticity tensor is 
now defined by 

:::} {::} :::} 

< a >wl= Co:< e >wl (2.43) 

In this way, we link the effective properties of a heterogeneous medium with the properties of a 
corresponding homogeneous medium, the so-called effective medium. The effective elasticity 

{::} {::} {::} 

tensor Co is not simply the volume-mean of C. In fact, the exact calculation of Co is very 
complicated and in almost all cases impossible because of the lack of detailed information 
about the positions and correlations of inclusions. Often, upper and lower bounds can be 
given for the effective elasticity tensor. Well known bounds are the Voigt- and Reuss bounds, 
which are valid for all type of systems. Narrower bounds can be calculated if more information 
about the system is known. If the system is globally isotropic, for instance, the Voigt- and 
Reuss bounds can be replaced by the llashin-Shtrikman bounds [6]. 

It is clear that any theory that claims to give a good approximation for the effective 
elasticity tensor must satisfy the bounds for that type of system. Both bounds given above 
are derived for an effective elastosta tic tensor. However, in the next chapter, we will present 
a model which is used to calculate elastodynarnic properties of some particular systems. So, 
we can use these bounds only to compare with the results of the model in the static limit. 

In order to calculate the effective elastodynamic tensor, we will not use equation (2.43). 
In the Willis-Sabina model, we consider time-harmonic displacement fields. A volume-mean 
is independent of the position, so it does not contain any position-dependent information 
about these harmonic displacement fields. Therefore, we define the effective elasticity tensor 
by 

{::} 

< a >cns= Cu :< < >ms . (2.44) 

Here, < a >ms and < c >, ns are the mean values of an ensemble of systems. Each system 
of the ensemble has an unique configuration. It is postulated that the ensemble mean of all 
possible configurations (or a large set of systems) lias the same properties as the macroscopic 
properties of our heterogeneous medium. The ensemble means do contain information about 
the harmonic displacements, and so depend on position and vary in time. This will be very 
important, because we are now able to average the equation of motion (2.12) 

- :::} - :::} :.. 
\}· < a >ens=< \J. a >ens=<p>ens . (2.45) 

In contrast, we do not get a useful expression by taking the volume-mean of (2.12). Because 
of the independence of :r the divergence of it equals zero. In the following chapters, we will 
omit the subscript en8. 

The ensemole means, and thus the effective properties, will be calculated with a scheme 
set up by Willis and Sabina. In the next chapter we work out the general scheme. In chapter 
four we discuss some particular models. In chapter five this model will be implemented in 
a scheme applicable to two-dimensions, which is new, and has some interesting practical 
applications. 



Chapter 3 

The Willis-Sabina model 

The exact treatment of wave propagation in composite materials is very complicated due 
to multiple scattering processes. In order to describe a propagating wave, a hierarchy of 
equations arises, which contain the information about the scattering processes. The only 
practical solution to this problem is to truncate this hierarchy. For weak scattering this 
can be done by a systematic use of perturbation theory. For strong scattering it is usual 
to make an explicit closure approximation such as the quasicrystalline approximation. Also 
variational principles are used. The problem is that the spatial correlations between the 
inclusions have to be known up to a certain order. However, in practice, there is usually no 
statistical information apart from volume concentrations, available. In that case only closure 
approximations can be used that make no use of higher order statistical information. The 
Willis-Sabina model describes wave propagation in particular composite materials in which 
inclusions are uniformly distributed. So, it does not use any geometric correlation between 
the positions of the inclusions. In this model an effective medium approximation is used. 
The way in which this is done may be compared to the method of Budiansky [9] and Hill 
[10] in the zero-frequency limit. In this description the composite is replaced by an effective 
homogeneous material. The approximation is that the wave incident on a single inclusion, 
which results from the incoming wave and the scattered waves from all other inclusions, is 
replaced by an effective plane wave propagating through the effective medium. So, the single 
inclusion 'experiences' the rest of the composite as this effective matrix. The next step is 
to consider the resulting problem of single-scattering on an inclusion in an effective medium, 
that is still to be determined. It is assumed that the properties of the effective medium 
and single inclusion are equal to the properties of the effective medium alone. This leads 
to a self-consistent scheme with implicit equations for the elastodynamic properties of the 
effective medium. The scheme can be solved by iteration. As a result we can also estimate the 
speed and attenuation of a plane wave which propagates through this medium. The model 
can be used up to frequencies for which the wavelength is about the inclusion diameter. 
It was first set up for a matrix containing spherical inclusions [2], but is now extended to 
incorporate spheroidal (ellipsoids of revolution) inclusions [11, 12, 13]. This is an important 
(and nontrivial) extension because a variety of interesting systems, e.g. systems containing 
cracks or chopped fibers which can be approximated by systems with spheroids, can now be 
investigated. The model can also easily be adopted to describe systems with different types 
of spheroidal inclusions, i.e. inclusions of different materials and/or sizes. 

12 
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First we will derive the general self-consistent equations. In the next chapters we will 
develop some particular models and discuss some limiting cases. 

<=> 
The composite material can be represented by a matrix, with tensor of elasticity C 1 and 

=? 
with a tensor of mass density P 1 , in which n types of inclusions are embedded, with the 

material of inclusion of type r characterized by Cr and Pr(r = 2, ... , n + 1). Each inclusion 
of type r is of the same shape and size, so that an inclusion i of type r occupies a volume !Ori 
and its center has position x: .. The positions x~ are randomly distributed over the composite. 
The probability density for finding an inclusion of type r at position x equals Vr, independent 
of x, so that Vr is the number density of these inclusions. The probability for a point to be 
found in material r equals the volume fraction of that material, </Jr. given by Vr times the 
volume 10,.I, for 2 :Sr :Sn+ 1, with Q1 chosen in such a way that 

n+I 

2:<1>,. = i, (3.1) 
r=l 

In the absence of body forces, the response of the composite is governed by the equation of 
motion (2.12) 

- =? -V. a =JJ. (3.2) 

=? 
where the stress a and momentum density z7 are given by the linear relations (2.11) and 
(2.13) 

=? <=> =? 
a= C: e 

=? . 

z7= P· 17 

The tensors of elasticity and density vary with the position :f so that 

<=> <=> 
C'(:r) = C,. 
=? =? 
P(:f) = P,. 

l:Sr:Sn+l 
l:Sr:Sn+l, 

(3.3) 

( 3.4) 

for x E material r. The approximation we make here is that the material properties in position 
x do not vary in time, thus each point will stay in the same material for all t. However, we 
consider only small displacement fields, so this is a higher order derivation and will not be of 
real importance. 

The response of the composite to a displacement field ii( x, t) caused by a deformation, 
depends on the exact configuration of the inclusions. While this configuration is unknown, 
we cannot find exact solutions and we are forced to use statistical methods. So, we should 
determine the ensemble mean of ii( .i, I). i.e. the average over all possible configurations. 
The ensemble mean < 17 > could be determined by averaging (3.2) 

=? - =? . v· < a >=< v ·a >=<i)>. (3.5) 

and by averaging of the constitutive relations (3.3) 

=? <=> =? 
< a >=Co :< c > 

=? . 

< ji >= Po- <Ii> 
(3.6) 
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where we defined the effective elasticity tensor Co and the effective density tensor p0 . The 

determination of these effective quantities is the object in this model. The total wave in the 

system, consisting of incoming wave and scattered waves, is replaced by an effective plane 

wave: 

ii0 (x,t) = 1/iexpi(k·x-wt), (3.7) 

where 1n is the polarization vector, k is the propagation vector and w is the angular frequency 
<=> => 

of the plane wave. Both Co and Po are frequency dependent and can take complex values, 

which results in a complex wave number I.:= lkl. The real part of k corresponds to the wave 

speed, the imaginary part of k corresponds to attenuation of the propagating wave: 

(3.8) 

Here, kRe and k1m are, respectively, the real part and the imaginary part of k. The vector 

ii is an unit vector in the direction of I~. The second exponential, and thus the imaginary 

part of k, causes attenuation. Furthermore k is frequency dependent, so we get a dispersion 
relation k(w). 

We need to find expressions which relate< 'J' >to< '1 >and< ji >to <iz>. Therefore, 

let '1 r be defined as the ensemble mean of i for a point x which lies in material r. Then 

n+I 

< -=t >= 2: 4?,.11', (3.9) 
r=I 

and in an analogous way 

n+l 

<ii>= 2:9,. u,.. (3.10) 
r=l 

Furthermore 

=> _ '\"n+I => _ '\""+! . <=:; • => <Cl>- L..ro:=I 9,.a,. - L..r=I O,.(,.. e,. 
- _ n+ I - _ n+ 1 • => .:.. < ]J >- Lro:=I q,.p,. - Lro:=I q,. P ,.· ll,. 

(3.11) 

Using (3.9) and {3.10) and elimination of </> 111 and </>1 171 gives: 

=> _ <=:; • => n+l (<=> <=> ) . => <cr>-C1.<e>+I:,.=2 </>,. C,--C1 .e,. 
- _ => .:.. n+ 1 (=> => ) :.. < ]J >- P1· <u> + Lr=2 q,. P,. - P1 · u,. 

(3.12) 

So far, the only approximation we have made is the time independence of the material 

properties in a certain point in the comJosite. . The desired effective material properties 

appearing in (3.3) can now be found if er and 17,. in (3.12) can be expressed in terms of 
=> . 

< e > and < ii>. 
In an effecti ve-rned i 11111 description, a single inclusion 'experiences' the rest of the com

posite (matrix+inclusions) as the effective matrix. Therefore, in order to calculate '1 rand iz,., 
we consider a single inclusion of type r embedded in a matrix. In order to make the approach 

self:consistent, the properties of this matrix are chosen to be the effective properties of the 

composite which we want to calculate! This gives us a closure relation which leads to implicit 

equations for the effective properties as we will discuss below. 
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We will now consider the single-scattering problem when a displacement field i10 ( x, t) is 
incident on the inclusion. This background field 170 (x, t) will be equated to the mean field 
< i1 > ( x, t) in the composite. If we have solved this single-scattering problem for an inclusion 

centered at x;, then ~,. at position x and time t can be estimated as 

=> ( - ) 1 1 => ( - _, ) l ' e,. x,t = IO,.I Ure :i:,t;x ex (3.13) 

Here ~ ( x, t; xi) is the solution for the strain field in the effective matrix, in the case of an 
inclusion of material type r with center .i!i. Ur represents the volume {if : x - if E Or}, so 
we average the field over all possible positions of the center xi, such that the point x is within 
the inclusion i. The conditionally-averaged velocity fr,. is defined similarly. The estimates ~ r 

and izr depend on the mean field < t7 > and on the properties of the composite consisting 
of the effective medium and the single inclusion. As a consequence of the self-consistency, 

< ~ > and < 17 > can be eliminated. The results are implicit equations for Co and Po. 
which can be solved iteratively. 

3.1 Approxi1nation for the single-scattering problem 

In this section we will derive expressions for the strain field ~ and the velocity iz in a composite 
consisting of the effective medium in which a single inclusion is embedded. Next, we will 
take the ensemble mean of these expressions to find ~ r and 1ir (3.13). The self-consistent 
equations will be found after substitution of these values in the equations (3.12). 

We consider a displacement field ii0 ( x, t) incident on the inclusion. We suppose that this 
field has the form of an harmonic plane wave 

i10 (x, t) = 171.exp[i(f · :r - "-"/)], (3.14) 

where 1n is the polarization vector, f is the propagation vector and w is the angular frequency 
- => ~ 

of the plane wave. The vectors k and 1n are related to each other by Po and Co. After 
substitution of (3.14) into the equation of motion 

(3.15) 

d · h ( c· ) ~ f. d an using t at <Jij = ·o ijkl ,,11•
1 

, we in 

(3.16) 

which is called the JO::e/1·in-Christoffel equation. This wave equation will give solutions for 
~ => -

111, determined by Co and Po. In the case that k and 111 are parallel, the plane wave is a 
longitudinal wave, which we call a P-wave. If they are perpendicular, it is a transversal wave. 
There are two possibilities, indicated by 51- or 52-waves. In anisotropic materials 111 is in 
general not parallel or perpendicular to f. In those cases we will talk about quasi-P, quasi-51 
or quasi-52 waves. 
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From the definitions (2.17) for the stress and momentum polarization, it follows that the 
response of the matrix consisting of the effective medium and inclusion r, is 

:::}(_ t) c<=> :::}(._ ) :::}(_ 
C1 X, = ·O: C ;i;, t + T X, t) , ( ) 

:::} 3.17 
j)(x, t) = -iwP 0 · ·il(x, t) + i(x, t) . 

The polarizations f(x, t) and i(:Z:, t) have, of course, the same time dependency as the 
harmonic plane waves, i.e. 

i(x, t) 
if( x, t) 

f(.i) exp( -iwt) , 

f.(:Z:) exp(-iwt), (3.18) 

so the harmonic time dependency can be divided out of equations (3.17). Substitution of 
(3.17) into the equation of motion (3.3) gives 

D
2 I ( :'.} ) ' Ilk . 2 UTij . 

(Co)ijkl D ') + w (f>oliiui = - -;:i-- + 1w1ri 
:rj< :r1 kl · · u:rj 

(3.19) 

The notation l(lcl) indicates symmetrization in the indices k and l. So, it follows that u in 
{::} :::} 

an effective material with properties Co and Po is generated by the 'volume-force source' 
(V · f + iwf.). Using the Green's tensor C:;.i for the effective matrix, the displacement field 
can be written as 

ui(:f) = (uoJi(:f) + l (,';.i(.Z: - f'.w) · (\lkTkj(.i') + iw7rj(x')) dx', 
}\" 

(3.20) 

:::} 

where, the integration runs over the volume of the inclusion. The Green tensor G( x - X', w) 
relates a disturbance at point .f' to the 'consequence' in point :f. In an abbreviated notation 
this can be written as 

with 

- - + G~ ( - :::} . -) -
6
S' :::} ~1 -u = Uo I * \7 . T + 1W7r = Uo - ' * T - 11' * 7r, 

S;k!( :I!) 

MiJ(:l!) 

-G;1..,11(1.· 11 (:f). 

-i ... :c: ij ( :f). 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

The symbol '*' represents the operation of convolution over space. The symbol '/::,,' over 
S indicates that it is a third order tensor. The symbol ', l' in the index-notation stands for 
differentiation with respect to the l'th component. S;kt is symmetrized in the indices k and 
I. 

The strain ~ now follows by taking the derivative of the displacement field u in equation 

(3.21) with respect to .i. Elimination of ';t, using (3.17) and (3.3) and by taking C =Gr in 
the inclusion, gives 

({::} {::})-! =? {::} =?D. :::} 
c,.-Co : T+Si'*T+ilL*f.= eo. (3.23) 

Differentiation of (3.21) with respect to t and elimination of -iwu, using again (3.17) and 
(3.3), gives 

(
=? =? )-1 - L:; :::} =? - . -
P,.-Po :7r+St*T+J\!i*7r=-1wuo. (3.24) 
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In these formulas~ 0 is the strain corresponding to the displacement field u0 , and furthermore 

(Sx);jkl 

(St);jk 

(1111,)ijk 

(Mt)ij 

-G'·k 1 ·1 t ", ) (( IJ ){k/ )) 

iwG'ij.klt;kl ' 

-iwG;k 1·1t. 
! IJ) 

2c-· -w ij. 

(3.25) 

An approximated solution of (3.23) and (3.24) can now be found by taking f(x) and i(i) 
constant in the inclusion. This approximation results in some restrictions on the application 
of the model. Only when the fields do not vary much in an inclusion, the polarizations can 
be approximated by a constant. The scale on which the fields change are of the order of the 
wavelength of the plane wave. So, for a spherical inclusion this approximation will only be 
valid if its radius is less then, say, about a quarter of the wavelength. So, this approximation 
yields k *a < }. with a the radius of the spherical inclusion. In the case of a spheroidal 
inclusion, an estimate of a critical wavelength depends on its orientation compared to the 
direction of the propagating wave. Therefore we will define an effective radius (6.5) so that 
the approximation restrains k * a.e.f .f < 2. 

By taking the mean values of the left-hand sides and the right-hand sides in these equa
tions, we can determine the constant polarizations: 

(3.26) 

The double brackets represent the mean value over the inclusion, with the superscript ( r) 
indicating that the inclusion is of type ,. . If we also make the assumption that the inclu
sion has a center of symmetry, then the equations ( 3.26) decouple, because in that case 

6(r) 6(r) :::;. 

« St ~ = « Ji;· ~= 0. This follows easily from the observation that G is an even 
6(r) 6(r) 

function of ;r, so S 1 and JI 
1

. are odd functions of x. The results are 

:::;. [(<=> <=> )-1 <:>(r) ]-l :::;.(r) 
T = C,. - Co + « Sx ~ :« e o ~ , 

i = [(P,. - 'Po)- 1 + « xi:,.i ~J- 1

• « ug·) ~ 
(3.27) 

N. B. The polarizations are still functions of the position of the center of the inclusion. For 
an inclusion with its center at position :!!', the mean fields can be expressed in terms of the 
values the corresponding fields take at the center 

:::;.(r) :::;.(r) _ -« e 0 ~= e 0 (x') h,.(k), 
-(r) -(r)( -1) / ( /) « u0 ~= u0 .i: 1,. ,, , 

(3.28) 

with the so-cal!ed slrnct un factor 

- i r -
h,.(k) = JOrJ Jo, exp(i/,:. :r) dx. (3.29) 
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where Or is the volume of an inclusion with its center in the origin. We used that we are 
dealing with plane waves, so from differentiation of (3.14) it can be shown that 

't o(i') = 't o(i) exp[-ik · ( i - i')] . (3.30) 

This means that the back-ground fields, i.e. the fields inside the effective matrix, taken at 
. . _, (' h . I . ) d h I f . I · =?(r) · pos1t1on x in t e inc us1on are average over t e vo ume o an inc us1on, so ~ e 0 ~ 1s 

the mean back-ground field in the inclusion. 
Now, the fields within the inclusion are estimated from the equations (2.17) 

=? ({::} {::} )-1 =? 
e = Cr - Co : T , 

(
=? =? )-1 

-iwu = Pr - Po ·if. 
(3.31) 

For the determination of the ensemble mean values 't r and 
averages of i,. and if,. taken over an inclusion, are required. 
into (3.13) we obtain 

-iwu,., the calculation of the 
If we insert (3.27) and (3.28) 

=? - - [({::} {::} )-1 {::}(r) ]-l 1 r =? _, _, 
r,.(x)=h,.(k) c,.-Co +~Sx ~ :IOrllureo(x)dx. 

We can rewrite (3.32) as 

=? _ _ [({::} {::})-1 {::}(r) ]-1 =? 
Tr(i)=hr(k)h,.(-k) c,.-Co +~Sx ~ :eo(i). 

With use of (3.31) we get 

=? _ - . -. [{::} {::}(r) ({::} {::} )]-1 =? _ 
er(x)=h,.(k)h,.(-k) I+~Sx ~: C,.-Co :eo(x). 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

This is an expression for the ensemble mean of the strain field in an inclusion of type r 
{::} 

embedded in a matrix with tensor of elasticity Co. in which a displacement field u0 (i) causes 

a back-ground strain 10 ( i). An equivalent expression for ur( i) can be written down 

- . - [=? =? (1·) =? =? ]-1 
u,.(i) = h,.(k)h,.(-k) I+~ Mt ~ · (P,. - Po) : i7o(i). (3.35) 
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3.2 General self-consistent equations 

Now we have given approximations of the single-scattering problem, we can substitute these 
results (3.34), (3.35) into equations (3.12). If we also use the requirement of self-consistency, 
1.e. taking the ensemble means equal to the back-ground fields: 

::;. <=> ::;. ::;. ::;. 
< a >=Co:< e >, with < e >= e 0 , 

::;. . . . 
< p>= Po·< ii>, with < 17 >= 170 , 

we obtain 

::;. . 
Po · 170 

::;. - - . ::;. ::;. 

{ 

n+I 

P1 + ~ 9,.h,.(l.:)h,.(-1.:)(P,. - P1)· 

[
::;. ::;. ( r) (::;. ::;. ) ]-1 } . 
I+ ~ A1 t ~ · Pr - Po · ilo · 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

In the next sections, we will use this scheme for a number of composite materials. First, we 
will summarize the main approximations we have made in order to find the self-consistent 
expressions: 

<=> ::;. 
• Time independence of C and P, which we assume of no great importance because of 

the small deformations. 

• Approximations for the strain-field 1',.(x, t) and velocity ir,.(x, t) in an inclusion r, by 
taking these fields equal to the ones in a single inclusion which is embedded in an 
effective medium. Therefore, we only have to deal with single-scattering. However, it 
is not a single-scattering approximation as in perturbation theory! This, because the 
solution for scattering on a single inclusion is incorporated in a self-consistent scheme. 

• Approximations for the polarizations f and if, by taking them spatially constant inside 
an inclusion. In this way, the equations (3.26) are derived. However, this leads to the 
restriction that the size of an inclusion is smaller than a certain critical wavelength (in 
the order of the inclusion size), so that the fields do not vary much in the inclusion. 

• The self-consistent approximation: Setting the ensemble means < 1' > and <ii> equal 
to the back-ground fields 1' 0 and ii0 . This means that we assume that the properties 
of the effective medium are equal to the properties of the effective medium in which 
a single inclusion is embedded: Of course, self-consistency also means that we set the 
material properties equal to the overall properties. 



Chapter 4 

Particular models with 
spheroidal inclusions 

In this chapter we will work out a model for a matrix containing aligned spheroids, and 
two models for randomly oriented spheroids. One with an additional approximation, which 
considerably simplifies the computation of the effective properties. We close this chapter with 
some limiting cases. 

In the self-consistent equations the calculation with several types of inclusions can easily 
be carried out by summing over all types. For convenience, we will assume in the following 
sections that only one type of inclusions is embedded. The physics will remain the same. 

4.1 Aligned spheroids 

Consider a matrix with one type of spheroidal inclusions aligned in the x3 -direction, so that 
n = 1. Since now only r = :2, we will drop this index. The aspect ratio of the spheroid is b, 
so that 

- 2 2 ,,, 'i ') 

{ 

,,.2 } 
0 = :r : x 1 + :r 2 + 

0
; < a- . ( 4.1) 

Oblate spheroids have b < 1, prolate spheroids b > 1, a sphere b = 1 (see Fig 4.1). 

The self-consistent equations, when 10 and ~o are omitted, reduce to 

(4.2) 

- {:} => 
We first have to develop explicit forms for h(k), ~ Sx ~and ~Mt ~.then the equations 
can be solved by iteration. In appendix A it is shown that the structure factor for a spheroidal 
inclusion is given by 

1 r ( ) 3 (sin k' a - k' a cos k' a) 
h(k) = 10,.I Jo, exp i/7 . .i d:c = (k'a)3 ( 4.3) 

with 

( 4.4) 

:20 
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Figure -I. I: oblate: 0 < b < 1, sphere: {i = 1, prolate: /j > 1. 

Here 0 is the angle of the direction of the propagating wave with the x3 -axis. The tensors 
{::> => 

~ S x ~ and ~ :\! 1 ~ are defined by 

{::> {::> 

~ s,. ~= 
1
b

1 
le> d.r le> .S'.,.( .r - .r' l d.r' . 

=> 1 . - => - _, -1 
~:\Ii~= 101 }0 d.1· fo :\li{.1· - .i:) d.1.· . 

( 4 .. 5) 

Here, the integration over .r' gives the field in a point x in the inclusion, and the integration 
over x represents averaging over the inclusion volume. We need an explicit expression for the 

{::> => 
Green's tensor for the calculation of s,.(:t - £') and Mt(x - x'). Willis (14] has developed 
a representation for the time-reduced elastodynamic Green's tensor of a general anisotropic 
reference medium 

G;j(.r) = ~ I: f_ d8 > o(~ · x) + -. -exp . (4.6) 
, _ I J C,'\ ({JUf ({) { - _ iw (iwl( xl)} 

i)r. .\'=I jl~l=I C-'I,' 2cN CN 

The summation over .Y is a result of the expansion of the Green's tensor in eigenfunctions 
ifN of the corresponding wave equation (3.16). U:V and CN are the polarization and wave 

speed (i.e. phase velocity) of a plane wave propagating in the direction of unit-vector {in the 
reference medium. These values can be calculated from the generalized eigenvalue problem 

N = 1,2,:3. (4.7) 

The eigenvectors (7.V are orthonormalized relative to the density tensor Po. 

(-:v)T => (-:v') . U · · (lo · l, · = b :\' N' . ( 4.8) 
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where 

=> ( P~I Po= (4.9) 

for a transversely isotropic medium with its axis of symmetry in the x3-direction. Symbolically 

=> 
Po= (Pf,PIII) · 

The wavenumber kN of the plane wave is given by 

w 
/..:N=-. 

CN 

Using equations (3.25), ( 4.5), and ( 4.6) it can be shown that 

where 

F~y( () 

lfN(() 

((~) 

€( ::) = :J( l - i::) . . 
,.:l Pxp(1::) (sin:: - ::cos::). 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

( 4.12) 

( 4.13) 

In the case of transverse isotropy in the :1: 3 -direction and a propagating wave with unit 
vector { = (sin fJ, 0, cos (;I) the eigenvalue equation ( 4. 7) can be written, using Hill's notation, 
as 

( 

(ko + mo)( 1 - u.
2

) + po11
2 

- Pic7.v 0 (lo+ Po)uJi"=U2 ) ( Uf ) _ 
0 mo( l - u2

) + ]Jou 2 
- PIC~ 0 U.f = 0.( 4.14) 

(qo + fJo)ll~ 0 fJo(l - u 2
) + nou2 - PIIIC~ Uf 

where u = cos fJ. Working out of the eigenvalue equation yields three wave speeds 

c2 
1,3 

l { /..:o + 111u Po (Po - ko - mo no - ]Jo) 2 = - +-+ + u 
2 PI Piii PI Piil 

{ [
ko + mo ]Jo (Po - /..:o - mo no - Po) 2] 2 

± +-+ + u 
Pi PI// PI PI// 

__ c_I - [(!.:0 + m0 )p0 (1 - u2 )2 + ((ko + mo)no + P6 
Pif>III 

-(/u + JJoHIJu +Pu)) u. 2
( 1 - 11

2
) + nopou<1]} 

112
} , 

2 mu Po - mo ·1 
C2 = - + u·. 

PI PI 
(4.15) 
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Here corresponds a '+' to c1 and a ' - ' to c3. It follows that the polarizations can be written 
as 

tJI = (~n1(u),O, ni3(u)) , L72 = (o,-1-,o) , lf3 = (m3(u),O,- m1(u))(4.l6) 
JPi JPiiI JPi JPi JPiiI 

with 

1 
m3(u) = -JPili (qo +Po) u ~ J75 , 

where D is used for normalization ( 4.8) 

[ 
2 2 2] 

2 
2 2 . 2 D =PI JJo(l - u ) + 11011 - PfifC 1 + PIIl(<Jo +]Jo) u (1 - u ) . 

In general the scattered wave has unit-vector 

{= (sinOcos9.si11Hsi110.cosH). 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

( 4.19) 

The eigenvalues c;v do not change , since </> is a rotation in the x1.rrplane. However, the 
polarizations C N transform as 

( 4.20) 

so that 

(
mi(u) ... ·· 111i(u) ~· 111.3(u)) -- (():-; o, -- :Sill(;~. --

.foi .foi JPiiI 

(- ~si119, ~cos</>.O) , ( 4.21) 

( 

111.:i( u ) 111 J ( 11 ) • . m. i( u)) 
-- COS(;), -- Sill(;), - --

.foi .foi v'filli 

So, in a transversely isotropic medium three wave modes in a certain direction {can propagate 
with different wave speeds and polarizations. In particular, the polarization of the second 
wave mode is always perpendicular to the direction of propagation and thus is a pure S
wave. In the case of a propagating wave in the x3 -direction, the first wave mode is a pure 
P-wave (polarization in :r3-direction too) and the third a pure S-wave with its polarization 
perpendicular to both the x3 -direction and the polarization of the second wave mode. 

We can now calculate ~ ( S." )i,ikl ~ and ~ ( l\ft);j ~ using equations ( 4.12). 
~ (Si,) ijkl ~ has 5 independent moduli and can be written in Hill's notation as 

(4.22) 

where /5 = <J.~. because of the symmetrization in the indices. From (2.30), we find for example 
that 
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The function (( {), with {( B, 9 ), is independent of</;. So ( is a function of() only and therefore 
we will replace this function by (( u) which is given by 

((u) = J1 + (P - 1)112 . 

We now obtain for the moduli the following equations: 

k s 

Ills 

The non-zero components of~ ( Jf1 );.1 ~ are given by 

,H, 1 = J\122 = -
1
- f' du [mf Fi((( 11)) + F2(((u)) + m~F;3(((u))] 

'l7r(IJ .fu 

. 
1 1·1

d11[11dFi(((u))+miF3(((u))]. 
'2.1r(ill J u 

(4.24) 

( 4.25) 

(4.26) 

Here, m 1 and m:i depend on 11 too (4.17). F~v(((u)) and HN(((u)) are given in (4.13). In 
section 6.1 some results are given for aligned spheroids. 

4.2 Randomly oriented spheroids I 

A matrix containing randomly oriented spheroids is globally isotropic. Therefore, one might 
{:} :::} 

expect that Co and flu are isotropic tensors. However, this is only true in the static limit. 
When a wave propagates in this medium, it experiences a transversely isotropic medium. 
This can be seen as follows. Suppose, that in the matrix only spheroids are embedded with 
a horizontal or vertical orientation. Furthermore, the aspect-ratios are very small, so the 
spheroids are very flat. A longitudinal wave ( P-wave) which propagates in vertical direction, 
hardly experiences the horizontally oriented spheroids. So, the medium is about equal to a 
medium with only vertically oriented spheroids, which is a transversely isotropic medium (Fig 
4.2)! 

In other words, a wave introduces a preferred direction. So, the whole of medium + 
wave is transversely isotropic along the direction of propagation. The effective medium is 
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Figure ·1.2: An incident P-wave ·experiences' a transversely isotropic medium. 

transversely isotropic because it can only be determined using an incident wave. However, 
the object is globally isotropic. The effective moduli are therefore isotropic functions of the 
direction of the incident wave. 

As a consequence the solution of the single inclusion problem will be very complicated to 
compute. A calculation is needed of an inclusion oriented in a certain direction embedded in 
a transversely isotropic (effective) medium with its principal axis in a different direction. The 

<=> 
result will not be transversely isotropic anymore! It turns out that all 21 components of C 
have to be computed. After averaging over all orientations of the inclusions the result is, of 
course, a transversely isotropic tensor. 

<=> 
In order to avoid terrible computations, Willis and Sabina [12) have decided to take Co 

=> 
and Po isotropic. First, we will discuss this approach. In the next section we will work out 
the scheme without this approximation. 

We again consider inclusions which all have the same size, shape, tensor of elasticity 
and tensor of density, but now each r corresponds to a different orientation. Because all 
orientations are envisaged, the limit n - rx- will be taken. Therefore, the summations over r 
are replaced by integrals. With index 2 indicating the inclusion properties, the self-consistent 
equations are written 

(4.27) 
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where<· >12 means average over (0.9): 

l 1·rr 1·2rr (J(H,o))n = -. dHsinH d<;~f(H,q>). 
clTt 0 0 

(4.28) 

An isotropic medium supports only pure P- and S-waves. Therefore, many strain and 
stress components are zero. It suffices to consider only incident waves along the x3-axis, 
because the composite is taken globally isotropic. So, first consider an incident P-wave 
propagating along the :1:3-axis (3.14) 

( 4.29) 

. i'Jn., =? <=> =? 
Now, since only t:3:3 = ,:iJ.; f:. 0, the only non-zero components of O'o =Co: e 0 are (ao)11 , 

(ao)22 and (auh3· Furth~rmore, (au)11 = (ao)22. Similarly, the only non-zero component 
of the second equation is the 3-component. So, the self-consistent equations yield three 

independent equations to fix the effective bulk and shear moduli "~P) and /t~P), that define 
<:>(P) =>(/') 
C0 , and the density Pu . 

In case of an incident S-wave along the :r3 -axis, with polarizations along the x 1 -axis 

t7o( :l!, I) = C'1 exp i(/,·;3.1":1 - ..,Jt) . (4.30) 

Now the only non-zero strain component is ( eu )i 3 and therefore only ( a 0 )i3 differs from zero. 
The second equation yields one non-zero component for i = 1. So, we obtain two equations 
to determine three constants "~is), 11~/) and p~S). A solution for this problem is to take "'~S) 
so that the combination "~5 l + ·l11i;'"l j:J is equal to the value computed in the P-wave case. 

Then, /l·~S) and p~S) are fixed by the two equations. 
First, we have to solve the wave equation ( 4. 7), which is already solved in the case of a 

transversely isotropic effective medium ( 4.14 - 4.21). Since the effective medium is isotropic, 
these equations reduce considerably. In an isotropic medium the wave speeds are independent 
of the direction of propagation, and become simply 

Cp /7i = jl\ +(I 411 . 

c s 

Furthermore, 111 1 = sin{} and 111:1 =cos H. The polarizations reduce to 

[!I (sin~osq. si11~1t<;'>, cc;;) 

l-.12 ( sin q cos</> ) -JP.JP.o, 

£73 (COS °;OS ~? • cos:;; ll <;? • _ $;;) 
with (H, <P) defining the direction of the propagating wave. 

(4.31) 

( 4.32) 

<=> 
The wave speeds and polarizations are needed to compute the tensors ~ S x ~ and 
::} 

~ Mt ~. In the former section these tensors are deduced for spheroids aligned in the X3-

direction. These expressions can be used for a spheroid whose axis of symmetry is defined 
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by the polar angles ( B, <P ), using a coordinate transformation, such that in the new (primed) 
coordinates the spheroid is aligned in the .1:3-direction. Since the effective medium is isotropic, 

this transformation is allowed. In the primed coordinates ~ s~ ~ and ~ M: ~ can be 
computed with ( 4.25) and ( 4.26 ), with the simplifications discussed above. 

When the transformations of coordinates is defined by 

- I ('n )-1 -ei = 1\-,j e; , (4.33) 

then the components of a vector .r = A;c; = A:i; in the primed coordinates are related to 
the unprimed coordinates by 

( 4.34) 

where R is the rotation 

( 

c.:os fJ cos o 
'R(B,(i>)= -si11~'> 

siu fJ cos o 

cosfJsi~1q -sinB) 
cos G) 0 . 

siufJsit1~) cosB 
(4.3.5) 

{::}/ =>I 
The crucial point is that in the primed system of coordinates both ~ S

2
, ~ and ~ M 1 ~. 

which are transversely isotropic with principal axis .?:~, are independent of ( 0, </>) due to the 
imposed isotropy of the effective medium. Consider, therefore, the primed tensor, 

{:}I ({::} {::} ) [{::} {::}/ ({::} {::} )]-1 
C = C2 - C1 : I+~ S_,. ~: C2 - Co ( 4.36) 

This tensor is transversely isotropic along the same axis. In Hill notation 

{:}I 

C = (2//, hi', hr/. 11
1

• 2111 1
, 2p') . (4.37) 
{::} 

In the initial system of coordinates C ( fJ, ~)) has the form 

(4.38) 

The average over all orientations becomes 

( 4.39) 

with h(k.B) given in (4.3). 
=> 

The equations that are needed to calculate the effective density Po are found in a similar 
way 

{:}I (:::> :::>) [:::> :::>I (:::> :::>)]-1 A-1 = P2 - fl 1 · I+ ~ i\1 1 ~ • fl2 - Po , (4.40) 

which is a transversely isotropic tensor with its principal axis in the x 3 ' -direction. Therefore 
we can define 

I Al I Al I 
)VllJ = ,V(2:2 = /lj , 

I Al I 
.vi:n = Jl.:3 • /\ll:j = 0 if i =J j . (4.41) 

Then, in the initial system of coordinates 

(4.42) 
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and 

( 4.43) 

• Self-consistent equations in case of incident P-waves 

As is shown for an incident P-wave, the non-zero components of the first of equations ( 4.27) 
yield two equations for no= (C'u):333:3 and lo= (C'o)1133. With use of (4.39) and (2.30) the 
equation for nu is written explicitly 

n6P) = 111 + 02 ( < h2( I.- .f})R-;L >n (// + m.') 

+ < 1t 2 (1.-.fJ)RiJ~.i:i >n (!' + </ + 4p')+ < h2 (k,fJ)R33 >on'} 

The averages over orientations can be expressed with a single integral defined by 

I(,\;f(u)) := f1 h/i(,\((11))f(11)rl11, 
.fu 

where 

One of the averages is then, for example, 

< h2(1.:. fJ )R;L >1i = ,/"ft~ sin fJ dfJ Ji" d<;?hd ( k1>a Jl + ( 02 - 1) cos2 0) sin4 0 
= J;} hfi( ,\1,(( 11) )(I - u2 )2du 
= f(,\,,:(1- 11.2)2). 

( 4 .44) 

( 4.4.S) 

( 4.46) 

( 4.47) 

The other averages can be calculated analogue, yielding the following equations for the moduli 

nbP) = 111 + <,'>2 {I ( ,\p; ( I - 11. 2 )2 )( // + m.') 

+ I ( ,\ 1' : ( 1 - 11 2 ) /1 
2 )( I' + q' + ·Ip' ) + I ( ,\ p; u 4 ) n'} , 

lbP) = 11 + (;)2 { 11(,\1>: (I - 11 2 )11 1 )(1/ + m' - I' - q' - 4p' + n') 

+~IP..1': I - u2 )(1/ - m' + </) + l(,\p; u2 )t'} 

The three-component of the second equation of ( 4.27) yields 

(P) { 2 I 2 I} Po =PI+ q1 l( ,\p; l - u )11 1 + f(Ap; u )Jt3 . 

( 4.48) 

(4.49) 

Equations ( 4.48) and ( 4.49) can be solved iteratively. In each iteration a new estimate of 
1'.(P) Jl(P) and p(P) is obtained with 

0 ' u . 0 ' 

(l') 
Jlo 

n( P) + 2/( P) 
u u 

'2 
( /') ( P) 

110 - lu 

'2 
( 4 .. 50) 
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• Self-consistent equations in case of incident S-waves 

In case of an incident S-wave along the .r3 -axis, the equations for the moduli follow in a 
similar way. The results are 

and 

where 

]J~S) = ( C'oh:.i13 = JJ1 + ~02 ! I(,\s; ( 1 - u2 )u2 )(/.;' + m' - I' - q' + n') 
+J(,\s; 1- u2 )m' + J(,\s;4u4 

- 3u2 + l)p'} , 

(S) <1>2 {1· \ 2 I I \ 2 I} Po =p1+2 (,15;1+11 )/1 1 + (,,s;1-u )p3 , 

,\s = l.:sa = ~;,;.;a . 

(4.51) 

( 4.52) 

( 4..53) 

Using the requirement that the moduli computed for S-waves yield the same wave speed for 
P-waves computed in the first case, finally gives 

(S) (S) 
110 = /Ju • 

(S) (J') (J') (S) 
"o = "o + ·l/'u - ·1110 . ( 4.54) 

Results of this section are given in section 6.2. 

4.3 Randomly oriented spheroids II 

In this section we will work out the scheme without the approximation of Willis and Sabina 
that the effective medium is isotropic in case of a medium with randomly oriented spheroids. 
As already stated, if a wave is incident along the x3 -direction the effective medium will be 
transversely isotropic with axis of symmetry coinciding with the :i.: 3 -axis. In their discussion, 
they do not try to estimate how large the error due to this approximation is. 

First of all, we want to use the full scheme for comparison to the results of the previous 
section. However, the derivation has more applications. We compute the depolarization 
tensors of a single inclusion embedded in a transversely isotropic matrix, where the inclusion 
has a different orientation as the matrix. They are not transversely isotropic and so we have 

~ ~ 

to compute 21 independent components of~ S~, ~ and 6 components of~ Aft ~- In 
fact, if we would compute the wave speeds and polarizations with the eigenvalue equation 
( 4. 7) for an arbitrary elastic medium we can solve the most general single inclusion problem! 
Therefore, only a small adaptation of our computer program would be necessary, namely the 
numerical computation of the wave speeds and polarizations directly from ( 4. 7). 

As a result much more types of systems can be considered. For example, a transversely 
isotropic medium containing spheroids oriented in a (small) range around the axis of symmetry 
of the matrix. In principal we can also compute, with the adaptations mentioned above, the 
effective properties of a transversely isotropic system with inclusions aligned in a different 
orientation as the matrix. However, the main problem for all these computations will be 
the length of time. The computations are terrible, including double integrals that have to 
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be computed many times, numerically and for many components of the second- and fourth
order tensors. Therefore, we will only compute with our program the effective properties of 
a system containing randomly oriented spheroids. 

The medium to investigate is globally isotropic (but not the effective medium). So the 
effective moduli are isotropic functions of the wave vector. We take for the direction of 
incidence the x3-direction, so the effective medium will be transversely isotropic along this 
axis. 

We start with the self-consistent equations ( 4.27) in which we can omit the back-ground 
fields. We have to average over all orientations of the spheroid ( 4.28). So, we have to 

- <=> ~ 
determine h(k), ~ Sx ~and~ Mt~ for a single spheroid oriented in a direction defined 
by the polar angles (a, /3) and embedded in the effective transversely isotropic medium. The 
structure factor is given in equations ( 4.3,4.4 ), where now fJ = a is the angle of the x 3-

direction with the orientation of the spheroid. We also already have expressions (4.12) for 
the depolarization tensors of a spheroid oriented in the x3-direction. Using a coordinate 
transformation to primed coordin~tes by rotating the system over (-a, -/3) we still can use 
these equations. However, the symmetry-axis of the effective medium is now rotated too. 
However, this leads only to a rotation for the direction of propagation and the polarizations, 
which now will depend in the new coordinates on these angles too. If we have computed the 
depolarization tensors we have to rotate them back over (a, /3). Then, we have all ingredients 

<=> ~ 
to compute the effective tensors Co, Po. 

In equations ( 4.14 - 4.21) we have calculated the three possible wave speeds and polar
izations of a plane wave that propagates in the direction { = (sin fJ cos</>, sin f) sin</>, cos fJ) in 
a transversely isotropic medium with symmetry-axis in the x3-direction. For the computation 
of the depolarization tensors we need these values in case of a transversely isotropic medium 
with a rotated symmetry-axis. 

The sequence in which we do the rotation is very important! First, the system is rotated 
over -/3, a rotation around the X3-axis. Thus, the symmetry-axis of the effective medium 
after rotation is still the :r3-axis. Next, the rotation is done over -a around the Xz-axis. The 
spheroid is then aligned in the X3-direction, and the symmetry axis of the effective medium 
is aligned in the x1.T3-plane, defined by angle a with the x3-axis (Fig 4.3). 

In order to find the expressions for the direction of propagation and polarizations in this 
effective medium, only a rotation over the single angle -o: of expressions ( 4.19) and ( 4.21) 
is needed. In this way, the depolarization tensors in primed coordinates are independent of 
/3, and averaging over f3 yields simply 271'. 

The transformation of coordinates that is needed is defined by (see 4.33) 

e·' - (R·(-a 0))-1 e 
i - 1J ' J ' ( 4.55) 

where R( -a, 0) is the rotation 

0 ) ( 4.56) 
sin a 

cos 0: 
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Figure 4.3: Rotation over -13 a.nd -o: of system of spheroid (oriented in direction ii) and 
effective medium with symmetry axis defined by s.a .. 

The polarizations in primed coordinates become (using 4.34) 

(
- )' (m1(u) . m3(u) . m1(1t) . 
U

1 = JPI COS 9 COS a - JPlil Sll1 a, JPI Sll1 </>, 

111.3( u) m1(u) . ) 
-- COS a + -- COS </>Sill Q , 

JPlil JPI 

( 
1 . 1 . 1 . ,/..." ) - JPI Slll <j> COS Cl. JPi COS q>, - JPi Sill y Sill Q ( 4.57) 

(
m3(11.) . m.1(u) . m3(u) . 
--COS 9 COS Q + -- Sill a,--· - Sill</>, 
JPi JPlil ./Pi 

---coso: + --cos<f>sma 
1n1(u) m3(u) . ) 

JPlil JPI 
The direction of propagation becomes 

{' = (cos </>sin B cos a - cos B sin a, sin</> sin B, cos </>sin B sin a+ cos B cos a). ( 4.58) 

However, the wave speeds depend only on the angle of the direction of propagation with the 
symmetry-axis of the transversely isotropic medium. This angle is defined by B, so the wave 
speeds are still given by ( 4.15 ). 

<;?I ::}I 

The computation of« Sx ~ and « Mt ~ in the primed coordinates is done by directly 
implementing equations ( 4.12) and ( 4.13). In the initial system of coordinates these tensors 
are found by rotating first over a: followed by the rotation over /3, yielding 

« (Sx)ijkl ~= R~VoR[,.RTs « (S~)pqrs ~ (4.59) 
« ( Mt)i1 ~= R~Rjq « (M{)P 9 ~ 
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{:> => 
The effective tensors Co and Po can now be computed with the self-consistent equations 
( 4.27), with the back-ground fields omitted. For the computation of the effective elasticity 
tensors we use new 'VJ' notation (see section 2.2), to perform the product and inverse 
operations. The results are given in section 6.2. 

4.4 Limiting cases 

• Static response 
The static response of the composite follows from the zero-frequency limit of the self
consistent equations (3.37). Since w = 0 we have k = 0 resulting in hr(k) = 1 and 

=> (r) 
~ Mt ~= 0. Thus, (3.37) reduces to 

{:> 

Co 

=> 
Po 

n+1 

2= <t>,.-P,. 
r=I 

[
{:> {:> ({:> {:> ) i-1 I+P,.: Cr-Co 

(4.60) 

h . d => d :.. d h d . d I · · ?:>(,.) · w ere we om1tte c u an uo, an t e ynam1c epo anzat1on tensor ~ S x ~ 1s 

replaced by the static depolarization tensor Pr. Taking f ( i) and i( i) constant over 

an inclusion is no longer an approximation, but exactly right. The equation for Po 
states that the effective density is equal to the mean density. The static effective 
moduli of globally isotropic system~ must lie between the Hashin/Shtrikman bounds. 
This condition can be used to test the reliability of the scheme in the zero-frequency 
limit. For spherical inclusions this has been confirmed [15]. Furthermore, in this limit, 
there is no difference between incident P-waves, 5-waves or quasi P- or 5-waves. Thus, 
they all lead to the same results. 

• Dilute suspension 
For a dilute suspension, i.e. <Pr ~ 1 for r = 2, .. , n + 1, the problem is almost a 
single scattering problem for each inclusion. Multiple scattering can be neglected. 
So, the effective medium that polarizes a single inclusion is, in this limit, equal to the 
matrix material. This corresponds to performing only one iteration of the self-consistent 

• • {:> {:> => => - . 
equations, with Co = C 1 and Po = P1 and k equal to the matrix wave-vector on the 
right-hand sides. Thus, it is just a perturbation theory to first order in <Pr· In this case 
it is possible with the computer program developed to consider all kind of orientations 
of the spheroids in a transversely isotropic matrix, because here the depolarizations are 
directly computed with (4.12), where ON and CN are the values in the matrix. For 
instance, the effective properties of a system of aligned spheroids with an orientation 
different from the matrix could be computed. 

• Spherical inclusions 
In the case of spherical inclusions, all integrations can be performed analytically which 
results in a rather simple set of three coupled equations for K:o, Po and Po· The scheme 
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is worked out by Willis and Sabina [2). Also van Hest [15] and lske [16) have studied the 
model for these type of inclusions. Furthermore, the models for aligned and randomly 
oriented speroids have to give the same results in this limit. This condition has been 
used as a non-trivial test of the computer codes. 



Chapter 5 

Two-dimensional scheme for 
circular inclusions 

The self-consistent equations (3.37) are quit generally valid. They are, for instance, applicable 
to a two-dimensional scheme. The only problem left is to find 20-expressions for h( k),< 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

S x ~ and < i\11 ~- For the calculation of< S,, ~ and < Aft ~ we need an expression 
for the 20-elastodynamic Green's tensor. In the former chapter we have used a Green's tensor 
for a generally anisotropic 30-medium ( 4.6). In this chapter we will derive a Green's tensor 
for an isotropir 2D-medium, which is the analogue of the 30-one used by Willis [2] to derive 
the self-consistent equations for spherical inclusions embedded in an isotropic matrix. 

With this 20-Green's tensor we can study the effective properties of circular inclusions 
embedded in c.rn isotropic 2D-matrix. Thus, we are able to predict the wave speeds and 
attenuation of a 2D-plane wave propagating in the medium. These waves can be excited 
through a harmonious deformation of the boundaries of the medium. This corresponds to 
plane strain. 

Why are we interested in a 20-scheme? We expect that the transverse properties of a 
medium containing long-cylindrical inclusions (aligned) can be calculated in this way. Often 
one tries to find a 3D-Green's tensor for this symmetry by integrating over the direction of 
symmetry (for instance in [3, exc.4,page 114]). However, this leads to a similar result as 
starting directly with a 2D-medium. 

An interesting problem is what value to assign to the 2D-bulk modulus, 2D-shear modulus 
and 20-density. How do we define, for instance, the 20-density of lead? The mass of a plate 
of lead in the limit of zero thickness shrinks to zero. However, we will show that when we use 
the transverse bulk and shear moduli of the 3D-medium and demand that the wave speeds 
are equal to the 30-ones, we can simply use the 30-density. 

In the first place we need to know the solutions of the eigenvalue equation for a plane 
wave in an isotropic medium. The 2D-elasticity tensor is written as 

(c . )·· - :2 "'.". [!(!) + :2 ,-l [1(2) 
·2d,1so 1.1!.:l - I. 'ijkl t 'ijkl ' (.5.1) 

with il, and ft defined as the 2D bulk and shear moduli. In symbolic notation is 

(5.2) 

34 
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where now 

i(kl = 2(llijl'ki) 
{ 

U(l) 1 ( J; 

U;}21 = ~(8;k8j1 + 8;18jk) - ~(b;jbkl) 
(5.3) 

These equations can be compared to (2.19). The fact that we are dealing with a 20 problem 

is reflected in the prefactor ~ -;. ~. 

The Kelvin-Christoffel equation ( 4. 7) for a wave propagating in direction { = (cos</>, sin <P) 

becomes 

( 
(K, + Jl) cos

2 <P+ Jl sin
2 <i>_- c"Yv p - ;;: cos </>sin t ) ( u["' ) = 0 (5.4) 

;;: cos ipsin <i> (f;, + Jl) sin 2 <P+ ll cos2 <P - c~ p uf . 

where P is a scalar because we consider isotropic media. The solution yields a P-wave and a 

S-wave. The wave speeds in an isotropic medium are of course independent of~~ 

Cs = 

The polarizations are ( orthonormalized relative to P) 

[!P = fi (cos q>, sin <P) 

[7s = fi(sin~~,-cos9~) 

(.5 .. 5) 

(5.6) 

In order to assign a value to the 20-density, we require that the 20-wave speeds are equal 

to the 30-wave speeds (4.31) and we take the 20-bulk and 20-shear moduli equal to the 
transverse bulk and shear moduli. So, 

l 
/), "'T = "'+ -Jl ;3 ' 
Jl JlT = Jl ' (5.7) 
p p. 

5.1 The 2D-Green's tensor for an isotropic medium 

The equation for the isotropic Green's tensor is derived from (3.19) 

(5.8) 

which, in both 20 and 30, can be rewritten as 

Po(c;- c;)DJhGk,,(l:f- :r'I) + poc;DkihG;p(lx - X'I) + pow2G;p(lx - x'I) = 

-8;p8(x - X') (5.9) 

using the isotropic expressions of the elasticity tensors and wave speeds. 
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In 30 the solution for G;1(l:tl) is given in [2), 

G;1(1xl l = 2- { 6;g ~l)kyn - ~d;D.i [<Pk (x) - cPf.( x)]} , 
Po Cs • w P • 

(5.10) 

where 

(in 30) (5.11) 

is the Green's function in 30 of the Helmholtz equation 

(5.12) 

It is easily verified that in 20 the Green's tensor is given by (5.10) as well, but now is 

(in 20) (5.13) 

the solution of the Helmholtz equation in 20. H61 l is the first Hankel function of order 0. 

5.2 Derivation of h(k), ~ S.r ~ and ~ JWt ~ 
In 20 the structure factor of a circular inclusion of radius a becomes 

h(I~) l j' -= - l'XP (ii.:· :t) d:r 10,.1 0, 

2 = -, .11(/.:a), 
ti:(/, 

where .Ji is the first Bessel function of order 1. 

(5.14) 

The depolarization tensors are defined in (4.5). To perform these integrals the following 
integrals are required 

I(k,a) = j d.r j d:1:'~)(J.·lx - x'I l 
kl<11 li''l«1 

(.5.15) 

= /. d:r / d:r 1D;D1 c/>(klx - X'I), 
Jl.cl«i }li''l<u 

(5.16) 

I(;jkt(k, a) = j d:r j d.<: 1D;D/h&1 c/>(klx - x'I) . 
lrl<a lx'l<a 

(5.17) 

In appendix B the first integral is evaluated (B.11). The result is 

I(k,a) - -- ~ . . -. _ir.
1a·•.·X>. (-l)'1(2n+l.)! (ka) 2

n 

2 ,~(n+2)(n!(n+l)!)2 2 

{ l + "2i [~.'( 2n + 2) - 11'( n + 2) - ~'( n + 1) + In (-ka) - - 1
-]} 

r. 2 2n + 4 
(5.18) 

where 

n 1 
4'( n) = ~1 - I: - . 

m=l 1n 
(5.19) 
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Here "f is Euler's constant, "/ = 0 . .577215()() ... 
The second and third integral can be expressed in terms of the first one. In the derivation 

we explicitly make use of the fact that the medium is isotropic. Therefore .Jij and K;jkl are 
isotropic tensors. For .l;j follows 

j dx j dx'D;Dj 9(kl.i - x'I) 
A(k,a)b;j 

}o;1 j d:c j d.r'D;D19(klx - x'I) 

= }ti;J j d:r j d.1:' [-1.:29(kl:r - .i'I) - ti(x - :n] 

- [":2 l(k.a)+ 1ra.2] b;1·. 
2 2 

(5.20) 

In the third equation we used that the trace of Oij = 2 and in the fourth we have used 
equation {5.12). Before we proceed with the evaluation of the third integral we define 

(5.21) 

Vijkl is symmetric under permutation of its indices and H'ijkl = O;kOtjl((ij)(kl))· Now, in a 
similar way 

j <fr j d:r'U;a1<Ji..a, <i~(t.:lx - x'I l 
B(I;;, a)V;.ikl 

Vijkl J rl.l' J rfa.'(),,,iJ,,,f),!f)n9(kli- x'I) 

Vi,1.-1 j d.r j <h'D,,,D,,, [-o(.i- X') - k29(klx - x'I)] 

\';.;u j d:r j rl.r'iJ,,,[)111 [t.:"<p(klx - .i'I) + k 2o] 

( ,I 2 2) ' k J(I,:. a)+ Jr!.- a \iijkl 

The depolarization tensors are now given by 

~ ( s,. )ijkl » = 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

Here, Is= I(l.:s,a) and Ip= 1(1.:,,.a). In the same way as the elasticity tensor is written in 
{::> 

symbolic notation (5.2), the isotropic depolarization tensor~ S:r » is written 

(5.24) 
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Using that 

~ ( s,, l;;i,k ~ 

~ (Sx)iJiJ ~ 

it follows that 

"'Sx 
1 
4 ~ (S,,)iikk ~ ' 

/lSx ~ (2 ~ (S,,)ijij ~ - ~ (Si:)iikk ~) 
where with use of (5.23) 

In a similar way, we define 

5.3 Self-consistent equations in 2D 

( 5.25) 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

Writing out of the self-consistent equations (3.37), and using that the inverse of a symmetric 
tensor 

.::? 
T=(a,b), 

equals 

yields the following coupled equations for the effective isotropic moduli 

<:P2h'2(1~)("'2 - "1) 
"1 + -------

Jlo 

Po = 

1 + I "s1.( 1•·2 - 1•0) 

2 -Q2h (l.:)(p2 - Jll) 
/II + -. -------

1 + 4flsx( Jl2 - Jlo) 
. 2 -

<P2h ( k)(p2 - PI) 
P1+------

l + 4PMt(P2 - Po) 

(5.29) 

(5.30) 

(5.31) 

Here h(k) is given in (5.14), l\.•fr and JISi: in (5.26) and PMt in (5.28). The effective equations 
we find are anaiogous to the ones in 3D [2]. However the solution of the depolarization tensors 
is more complicated. This is due to a different and more complex solution of the Helmholtz 
equation in 2D. Results are given in section 6.4. A comparison is made with the results of an 
incident wave, horizontally oriented (;r 1;rrplane), incident on a matrix containing spheroids 
of large aspect ratio and aligned in the ;r3 -direction. 



Chapter 6 

Results 

In this chapter some results of the computations will be presented. Our main purpose is 
to show that the extension from spherical inclusions to spheroidal inclusions is important 

and leads to other effective properties and estimates of the wave speeds and attenuations. 

Therefore, plots for spheroids with varying aspect ratios will be given for the wave speed and 

attenuation as functions of the wavelength of the signal. In the case of aligned spheroids it is 

interesting to know the effect of a variation in the angle of incidence. The difference of the 

two models for randomly oriented spheroids will be studied. Results of the two-dimensional 

scheme will be given in section 6.3. In all cases, only one type of inclusions is embedded in 

the matrix. A variation in the inclusion sizes of spherical inclusions is studied in [15]. 

For the computation of the elastic moduli, we have to solve a system of eight (aligned 

spheroids, randomly oriented spheroids II (=RO-II)) or three (randomly oriented spheroids I 

(=RO-I), 20) nonlinear equations. For the S-waves in RO-I, two nonlinear equations have to 
be solved. However, here we need input of the computations with P-waves. The equations 

are solved by iteration for a range of frequencies. Symbolically, 

where 

{ 

Z = (li:u,qu,lu,no.1nu,/Ju,flt·Pflil 
Z = (no. lo, (lo) 

Z = (/JO• flu) 
Z = (n,o,Jiu.(lo) 

aligned, RO-II 

RO-I (P-waves) 

RO-I (S-waves) 

20 

( 6.1) 

(6.2) 

I and j = 0, 1, 2, .. indicates the j'th iteration and i = 0, 1, 2, .. the range of frequencies. 

Each computation is started (usually at w = 0) by taking the effective values equal to the 
matrix values. Each iteration yields new effective properties which are used to start the next 

iteration, till convergence is obtained. The calculation for a new frequency is started by taking 

the effective properties, calculated at the previous frequency, as a first guess for the effective 

properties. So, the frequency range is examined in an increasing sequence. In some cases, 

convergence is not obtained in this way. For high concentrations combined with small aspect 

ratios and large differences in C1 and C 2 the iteration process can diverge. In these cases the 

iteration scheme may be modified in order to obtain the following iteration scheme 

zj+ 1 (wi) = aF (z.i(wil) + (1 - n)z.i(w;) (6.3) 

;39 
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Figure 6.1: Defi.ni tion of effective radius a.eff: Half of the rnaxnnum length inside a 
spheroid in the direction of the propagating wave. 

with 0 < n :S 1. Another expedient used to solve the equations is a least-square method. 
However, this results in an enormous increase of the computing time. 

In the figures all quantities are plotted as a function of a normalized frequency. The 
normalized frequency is the product of the wave number 

k.mat = w' 

Cp 
(6.4) 

of a P-wave in the matrix material and the effective radius of the spheroid. This effective 
radius is defined as the maximum length inside the spheroid divided by two in the direction 
of the propagating wave (see Fig 6.1). 

So, it is a function of the angle of incidence B and the aspect ratio b: 

afi 
a.eff = ---;:====== 

)cos2 B + fi sin 2 f) 
(6.5) 

When the product of wave number and effective radius is of the order 1 we expect some 
'resonance' effects. In the case of randomly oriented spheroids the effective radius is taken 
equal to a if b < 1 and to afi if fi > l. Because of the approximation that the fields inside 
an inclusion are spatially constant the model is not usable for normalized frequencies larger 
than about 2. 

In the figures for the wave speed the real part of the velocity is plotted. In the figures for 
the attenuation the imaginary part of the wave number multiplied by a.eff is plotted (so it is 
dimensionless): 

wave speed 

attenuation 

Re hv] . 
Im[!.:] a.eff. 
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A value of 0.10 for the attenuation indicates that the amplitude of the wave decreases about 

10% (~ exp(-0.10)) over a length in the order of an inclusion size. 
The material constants of the used materials are given in appendix C. 

6.1 Aligned spheroids 

In this section an extensive discussion of the first plots is given. This discussion is also useful 

for the interpretation of the plots in the other sections. 

In figures (Fig 6.2), (Fig 6.3) and (Fig 6.4) the results are given for the effective properties 

of an epoxy matrix with lead inclusions. Plotted are the elastic moduli, the densities, the 

wave speed and attenuation in the case of an incident wave along the x 3 -axis. The inclusions 

are spheroids with aspect ratio h = 0.2 and are aligned in the .r3 -direction. The 'radius' of a 

spheroid is a = GGO/lm. However this quantity is irrelevant because (not for applications ! ) 

the plots are normalized, only the procluct ha is relevant. The plots are given for 13, 23, 5% 

and 10% volume concentrations of the spheroids. The figures show that the effective moduli 

are complex numbers and frequency dependent. As already mentioned these dependencies 

arise naturally in the effective medium description. The effective medium is supposed to be 

homogeneous. So, if it would be a 'real' medium, wave motion is not attenuated (we only 

consider attenuation due to scattering on inhomogeneities). By assigning complex values to 

the moduli this phenomenon can be accounted for. A wave with a wavelength in the order 

of the inclusion size 'experiences' an other medium as a wave with a much smaller or larger 

wavelength. The dispersion relations can be compared to the dispersion relations for light 

(electromagnetic waves) in (transparent) media. 

The elastic moduli and density of the lead inclusions are larger than the ones of the epoxy 

matrix. These inclusion constants become especially important at 'resonance' frequencies. 

Therefore the plots show peeks. The effects are stronger for larger volume concentrations of 
the inclusions. 

The effective medium is transversely isotropic in the x3 -direction. That the effective 

medium is not isotropic becomes obvious if one compares the plots for m and p and the plots 

for P1 and p;i. In isotropic media m = p = JI and PI = p3. For a transversely isotropic 

medium l = q. 

The wave speed in lead is smaller than in epoxy, so the wave speeds show a dip. The 

speeds can even take lower values than the wave speeds in lead. Moreover, the top values 

can become larger than the wave speeds in epoxy (6.5). This is surprising. However it is also 

measured by Kinra et al .. (17] for spherical inclusions (lead) embedded in an epoxy matrix. 

The same phenomenon is encountered in underwater accoustics where the speed of sound in 

water with bubbles can even be lower than the speed of sound in air! 

For higher values of k.mat * a.eff the values of the effective moduli, density and wave 

speeds take the values of the matrix. The attenuation will become zero (not yet in the 

plotted range of frequencies). In our model, as/.: increases, h(k) shrinks to zero. Thus the 

second part of the self-consistent equations ( 4.2) shrinks to zero and the effective properties 
become equal to the matrix properties. This limit of h( k) is correct because it corresponds 

to the mean value of the internal fields in the inclusions, which, in this regime, will oscillate. 

So the mean values become zero. However for higher frequencies, the approximation that 

the polarizations f and if are constant is not valid. So, the model can not be used in this 
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Figure 6.2: Plots for the first four effective moduli of a medium with aligned spheroids as 
a function of normalized frequency of an incident P-wave with angle of incidence () = 0. 
The matrix is of epoxy, the spheroids of lead with aspect ratios of o = 0.2 and volume 
concentrations of 13, 23, 53 and 103. 
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Figure 6.3: Plots for the remaining effective moduli and density of a medium with aligned 
spheroids as a function of normalized frequency of an incident P-wave with angle of 
incidence B = 0. The matrix is of epoxy, the aligned spheroids of lead with aspect ratios 
of 8 = 0.2 and volume concentrations of 1 %, 2%, 53 and 10%. 
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Figure 6.4: Plots for the wave speed and attenuation of an incident P-wave with angle 
of incidence B = 0 as a function of normalized frequency. The matrix is of epoxy, the 
aligned spheroids of lead with aspect ratios of b = 0.2 and volume concentrations of 1 %, 
2%, 5% and 10%. 
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Figure 6.5: Same conditions as above, only b = 0.5. The wave speeds can become even 
larger than the wave speed in epoxy (::::::: 2640 m/s) and lower than the wave speed in lead 
(::::::: 2210 m/s. 
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regime. Nevertheless, in practice, the effective properties for large frequencies of the signal 

become about equal to the matrix properties (for volume concentrations not too large). The 
waves do not observe the inclusions anymore. However the attenuation of the waves does 
not fall off to zero in all cases. 

The attenuation can take values of about 0.1. This value indicates that the amplitude of 
the wave decreases about 10% (~ e:rp(-0.10)) over a length in the order of an inclusion size. 

For a medium with inclusions of 1 mm the signal would attenuate about 75% over a length 
of 1 cm. This should imply that a signal can not travel through a medium of a thickness 

of about 15 times an inclusion size. A comparison with measured attenuations leads to the 

conclusion that the model overestimates the attenuation by a factor of approximately 4. This 

abberation is probably due to not incorporating multiple scattering processes. We do not 
have a good explanation for it. 

In Fig ( 6.6) are shown the wave speeds and attenuation of quasi P-waves in a rock matrix 
containing cavities filled with water for varying angles of incidence. The upper figures show 

the results at an angle of incidence B = 0, the middle ones at B = 7r /2 and the lowest 
ones at B = r. /2. The cavities have aspect ratios of fJ = 0.1 and are distributed at volume 
concentrations of 5%. In order to compare the figures the effective radius is set equal to a. 

The curves for the wave speeds shift a little bit to the left with increasing angle of 
incidence. The attenuation is strongest when the angle of incidence is parallel to the axis 

of symmetry of the spheroid. These results are not surprising because the cross-section of a 
spheroid shrinks with increasing angle of incidence. 

6.2 Randomly oriented spheroids 

In figures (Fig's 6.7-6.12) some results are plotted of the scheme of Willis and Sabina (RO-I) 
versus the full scheme (RO-II). Figures (Fig 6.7) and (Fig 6.8) show the results of randomly 

oriented spheroids (lead) in an isotropic epoxy matrix with an incident P-wave. Volume 
concentrations are 10%. The differences are small. For an incident S-wave, there is a 

great difference between the first four moduli calculated with the two schemes. In the zero

frequency limit the effective properties are equal as we expected. There is no incident wave 

at w = 0, so the effective medium is globally isotropic. Thus, the assumption of Willis and 

Sabina that the effective medium is isotropic is correct for w = 0. In the calculation of 

the effective properties in the case of an incident S-wave with scheme I, we used a K,P of 

the results of an incident P-wave. Thus, the calculation of the S-waves is based upon an 

additional approximation. Therefore it is not surprising that the error in the moduli of the 
S-waves is greater than in the ones for P-waves. 

However, if we look at the wave speeds and attenuation for both P- and S-waves we see 

no difference at all, for all frequencies! The wave speeds are calculated with equations (4.15) 
and ( 4.31 ). The error in the moduli needed to compute the S-wave speeds is small, whereas 
the other moduli differ a lot! The errors in the moduli ni0 and ]Jo for a P-wave are even 

greater as for the S-wave. 

In the case of spherical inclusions the effective medium is globally isotropic. We find the 

same results for P-waves. For S-waves there is only a small difference between the results. 

In scheme I we needed the ,...,~P) ( 4.54 ), which for spheres appears to be almost equal to /'i,~S) 
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Figure 6.6: Wave speed and attenuation in a rock matrix with aligned cavities of aspect 
ratio fJ = 0.1 filled with water at volume concentrations of.)%. Top figures: P-wave at 
angle of incidence B = 0. Middle: quasi P-wave at B = 7r /4. Bottem: P-wave at B = 7r /2. 
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which is used in the second scheme. 

For values of b ~ 1 or b ~ 1 it can be expected that the effective medium becomes less 

isotropic. Also for larger differences between C1 and C2 this effect may be stronger. We did 
not study these cases because of the very time-consuming numerical integrations needed to 

perform the computation. For the evaluation of the depolarization tensors the integration 
over 2-dimensional integrands is needed, which have to be performed many times because 

we have to average over all orientations of an inclusion. In Fig 6.13 some integrands of one 
{:} 

component of ~ S x ~ are plotted for different aspect ratios. So, we do not know what 
the effect will be on the wave speed and attenuation for b ~ 1 or b ~ 1. Our conclusion 

is that one must be careful in these cases. For not too small or too large aspect ratios the 
effective media appear to be almost isotropic. Therefore, it seems justified that the further 

calculations are done with the scheme of Willis and Sabina. 

In order to study the effect of a variation in the aspect ratios on the effective properties, 

we have plotted the wave speed and attenuation for several oblate and prolate spheroids, 
respectively, Fig 6.14, Fig 6.15. The results are given for P-waves (upper figures) and S-waves 

(lower ones) in an epoxy matrix containing lead inclusions at 15% volume concentrations. 

In the case of oblate spheroids the aspect ratios are b = 1, 
1
1
0 , 

2
1
0

, 5
1
0 , 160 . It is very obvious 

that with decreasing aspect ratio the 'resonance' effects shift to the right, as expected. With 

decreasing aspect ratio the inclusion become smaller. So 'resonance' effects occur at smaller 
wavelengths and thus higher frequencies. In the limit for b ---> 0, corresponding to circular 

cracks, the wave speeds tend to a limiting curve. The attenuation tends to zero. 
In the case of oblate spheroids the aspect ratios are b = 1, 2, 10, 20. The effective radius is 

taken equal to a in stead of ab. Thus, we are able to compare the curves. However, the range 

of frequencies for which the model can be used differs for the several curves now. The upper 

limits are about k.mat * a.eff = 2 for b = 1, k.mat * a.eff = 1 for b = 2, k.mat * a.eff = 0.2 
for b = 10 and k.mat * a.eff = 0.1 for b = 20. Again, it is very obvious that the resonance 

effects shift to the right with decreasing aspect ratio. The attenuation tends to zero for large 

aspect ratios. 
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Figure 6. 7: Plots for the first four effective moduli of a medium with randomly oriented 
spheroids as a function of normalized frequency of an incident P-wave with angle of 
incidence () = 0. The matrix is of epoxy, the spheroids of lead with aspect ratios of 
o = 0.1 and volume concentrations of 10%. The plots are computed with scheme I and 
the full scheme II. 
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Figure 6.8: Plots for the remaining moduli and densities of a medium with randomly 
oriented spheroids as a function of normalized frequency of an incident P-wave with 
angle of incidence B = 0. The matrix is of epoxy, the spheroids of lead with aspect ratios 
of o = 0.1 and volume concentrations of 10%. The plots are computed with scheme I 
and the full scheme I I. 
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Figure 6.9: Plots for the first four effective moduli of a medium with randomly oriented 
spheroids as a function of normalized frequency of an incident S-wave with angle of 
incidence () = 0. The matrix is of epoxy, the spheroids of lead with aspect ratios of 
6 = 0.1 and volume concentrations of 10%. The plots are computed with scheme I and 
the full scheme I I. 
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Figure 6.10: Plots for the remaining moduli and densities of a medium with randomly 
oriented spheroids as a function of normalized frequency of an incident S-wave with angle 
of incidence fJ = 0. The matrix is of epoxy, the spheroids of lead with aspect ratios of 
8 = 0.1 and volume concentrations of 10%. The plots a.re computed with scheme I and 
the full scheme I I. 
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Figure 6.1:3: Two-dimc11sio11al integrands of~ (Sx)~l ~=~ (S'xh212 ~as functions of 
Band<:> for \'aryi111?; aspcct ratio. (i = l (left-upper figure), /j = 0 . .5 and /j = 0.1 (figure 
below). 
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As already mentioned, reactor walls can be damaged by hydrogen-carbide reactions. Under 
conditions of high temperatures and high pressure, hydrogen can diffuse into steels and react 
with carbide in which methane bubbles are formed. This leads to intergranular fissuring and 
loss of material strength and toughness. 

At the Billiton research laboratory (BRA) some measurements have been performed using 
ultrasonic techniques. For longitudinal waves (5 Mhz), speeds have been measured of 5300 
m/s in steel with much damage, whereas in unattacked materials the speeds are about 5900 
m/s. The transversal wave speeds are about 2931 m/s and 3230 m/s, respectively. With use 
of microscopy the following values are obtained. The bubbles are spheroids with an aspect 
ratio of about 1

1
0 and their sizes vary from 20 Jlm to 100 µm at concentrations of about 13 

to 103 for attacked steels. 
Fig 6.16 presents our results for the velocities and attenuation of P- and 5-waves at 

volume concentrations of 1 %, 2%, 5%, 10%. A frequency of 5 Mhz corresponds to normalized 
frequencies of 0.1 < k.mat * a.eff < 0.6. An effect of decreasing wave speed with increasing 
volume concentration is found. However, it is very difficult to make a comparison between 
our calculated results and the measured ones. Therefore the program should be adopted 
to make it applicable to a a distribution of inclusion sizes. Furthermore, the measurements 
should be performed for a range of frequencies. Also other experimental conditions play a 
role, such as impurities and the accuracy of the detection method. 

Fig 6.17 has been produced to show that the resonance effects not always occur in the range 
k.mat * a.eff < 2. It shows the wave speed and attenuation for P-waves and 5-waves in an 
aluminium (Al) matrix with spherical inclusions of siliciumcarbide (SiC) at 2%, 53, 10%, and 
20% volume concentrations. The radius of an inclusion is 18 pm. The wave speeds in Si( 
are larger than in aluminium. Therefore the wave speeds are larger than in pure Al. 
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6.3 Circular inclusions and 
aligned large aspect ratio spheroids 

In this section we compare the results for the wave speed and attenuation in a 2D medium 

containing circular inclusions to the results of media with aligned large aspect ratios spheroids. 

We expect that the properties of a 2D medium with circular inclusions can be compared to the 

transversal properties of a medium with aligned cylindrical inclusions (which must be long). 

These cylindrical inclusions may be approximated by spheroids with large aspect ratios. 

For the 3D scheme the direction of propagation is normal to the x3-axis, () = 90°, so 

a.eff = a. In this case, the waves are pure P- and 5-waves. The polarizations of P- and 

51-waves lie in the plane normal to the X3-axis. 

Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show the results for a propagating P-wave and Figures 6.20 and 6.21 

for an 5-wave. Volume concentrations are 103 and aspect ratios are D = 1, 2, 5, 10, 100. The 

lowest values for the wave speeds are found at normalized frequencies of k.mat * a.eff = 0.2 

in both cases. The 2D-curves are steeper than the 3D-curves. 

The resonance effects in the case of circular inclusions occur at lower frequencies than in 

the case of spherical inclusions. This might be expected, because we think that the transversal 

properties of cylindrical inclusions, which are better approximated by spheroids of large aspect 

ratio than by spheres, can be approximated by the properties of circular inclusions. 
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Chapter 7 

Discussion 

In this chapter a short discussion of the restrictions of the Willis-Sabina model are given. 
Furthermore, some remarks are given for future research. 

The model is based on the approximate solution for the problem of single scattering 
from an inclusion. This solution could be used to obtain a first order approximation of the 
effective properties of the heterogeneous medium as a function of volume concentration of 
the inclusions. In order to make the model applicable to higher volume concentrations, the 
single scattering solution is embedded in a self-consistent scheme. However, if one wants the 
effective properties for higher inclusion concentrations, a scheme must be developed which 
accounts for multiple scattering. The Willis-Sabina model cannot be extended in this way. 

An other restriction of the model is the limited range of frequencies it can be used for 
(ka < 2). This is due to the approximation that the fields inside an inclusion are taken 
spatially constant. However, the results show that 'resonance' effects are often found at 
frequencies within this range. For spherical inclusions the restriction can in principle be 
removed [18]. 

The model overestimates the attenuation by a factor of approximately 4. This is probably 
due to not incorporating of multiple scattering processes. We do not have a good explanation 
for this abberation. A better understanding in the causes of attenuation and in the lack of 
agreement will be of great importance for the application of the model. 

In principle, all kinds of (symmetrical) inclusions can be considered. In this work spheroidal 
inclusions of one type are embedded. The model can easily be extended for several types of 
inclusions by summing over all types. However, for a distribution of the inclusion sizes the 
single scattering problem has to be evaluated only once for each wave number, because its 
solution depends only on the product ka. The effective properties of media containing, for 
instance, two types of inclusions with a large difference between their sizes may be computed 
by embedding the larger inclusions in an effective medium, which is obtained from the zero
frequency limit of the matrix with the smallest inclusions. 

For randomly oriented spheroids, the scheme is based on an additional assumption that 
the effective medium is isotropic. This assumption is critically examined and it turns out 
that for spheroids with aspect ratios not too large or too small this is allowed. For larger or 
smaller aspect ratios one may expect that the effective medium is less isotropic. Therefore 
if one takes the limit for b - 0, in order to consider cracks, one must keep in mind that this 
approximation can lead to some inaccuracy in the solution. 

In the limit for b - 0, it can be shown that the number of equations reduces substantially. 
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The effective density becomes equal to the matrix density because the cracks have no volume. 
Furthermore, the equations for the other moduli become less complicated, because less stress 
components interact with the cracks. The extension of the model in this direction is very 
interesting. For the application of the model in seismic prospecting, where cracks play an 
important role in the permeability of the medium, this is of great importance. 
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Appendix A 

Deriv·ation of h(k) 

The structure factor is defined as the mean value of the plane wave within an inclusion 3.29: 

- I 1· ( - ) h(k) = IO ·I t>xp ii .. ·· .f d:I!. 
I (),. 

(A.l) 

This integral will be calculated for a spheroidal volume. The integral depends only on the 
angle B between the wave vector f and the symmetry axis ii of the spheroid and on the aspect 
ratio 8 of the spheroid. 

Therefore, we assume that 17 is aligned in the x3 -direction and k lies in the x1x3-plane. 
So 

ii= (0.0.1) 

k =(!.:sin B,O./.:cosB) 
(A.2) 

Using an affine transformation the integral over the volume of the spheroid is replaced by an 
integral over a sphere. The transformation to primed coordinates is written 

x' = (1.1,~) :I!. (A.3) 

Now 

k' (ksi11H.O,O/,:cosB) 

dx' 

101 
The integral becomes 

h(k) = ~ r l'X\) (if I• :t') d:/! 1 
, 

-lr.a J1,·"l<a 
which is easily calculated using spherical coordinates. The result is 

:3 (sink' a - k' a cos k' a) 
h(k) = -------

(/.:'af3 

with 

// = kV l + ( b2 - l) cos2 B . 

Equations (A.6) and (A.7) are used in the computer programs to compute h(k). 

GG 

(A.4) 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 



Appendix B 

Derivation of I(k,a) 

For the derivation of the 2D-depolarization tensors we need the solution of the integral 

l(k.a) = _!_ f d.t f d.r' u61)U;:lx - .T'IJ 
.J .J1.il<u .f1.1·'l<u 

i /'" l" 1·2;r 12;r - rdr r'dr' . dq . d<f/ H61)(klx - x'I) . 
·l.u .u .u u 

(B.l) 

The value Ix - i'I depends only on the enclosed angle </>" = </> - </>'. Therefore we can write 

I(k,a) = i; 1" nfr1'
1

r'rlr'1
2

;r dq/'JI61)(r,r1,</>11
}. (B.2) 

The integrals can be split up in two parts with r < r' and r > r'. Because of the symmetry 
in r and r' these parts yield the same result. We find 

l(k,a) = iri /"' rdr /" r'dr' /
2

" d<;/'IJ61 l(r,r',</>") 
.fo .fu .f u 

iri /"' rdr./.,. r'dr' f
2

;r d<f/' ( I: cos(n9).Jn(kr1 )II~1 )(kr)) (B.3) 
.fu u .Jo n=-·x• 

where we used Graf's addition theorem for Bessel functions of integer order [19, 9.1.79). The 
integration over <//' is trivial 

With use of the recurrence relation 

d 
-
1 

(zJi(z)) = z.10 (.:-), 
( z 

(B.4) 

(B.5) 

the integration over r' can be performed. The Hankel function can be rewritten as a linear 
combination of the Bessel functions of the first and second sort, with the result 

2i7r 2 {" . 
I( k, a) = T .Jo r 2 .Ji(/,: r) [./o( l.:r) + i10(1.:r )] dr . (B.6) 

This integral can be implemented using the following NAG routines. The routines 517DCF 
and 517DEF give an approximation of the Bessel functions with complex arguments. The 
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integrator DOlAKF, especially suited for oscillating, non singular integrands, can be used to 
compute the integral. 

However this integral can be worked out analytically! First, we define z = kr, hence 

2i7r2 rl.:u ' 
I(k,a)= 0 Jo z2.Ji(z)[.J0(z)+il0(z)]dz. 

Next, we use that J0(z) is related to J0 (z) as [19, 9.1.68] 

2 [ () ] Yo ( z ) = = -;) .J 11 ( z ) . , 
" u/J v=U 

and use the ascending series for .J11 (z).J
1
,(z) [19, 9.1.14]. 

We obtain for 

where 

.Jo(z).J1(.:) = 

~ •x (-1)"(2n+ ~)! (_::)2n+I 
7i ~) [11!(11 + l )!]- 2 

[111(~)+1,"(2n + 2) - 4J(n + 2) - 'lj,1(n + 1)] , 

x (-1)"(211 + ~)! (_::)2n+I ' 
L [11!( II+ 1 )!] 2 n=O 

n l 
4•(n) = ~, - ~ - . 

L m 
m=l 

(B.7) 

(B.8) 

(B.9) 

(B.10) 

with 7 Euler's constant, / = 0.51121.JGG ... Incorporating of these results in (B.7), and 
integrating the series, we obtain 

iTi 2
.r(

1 
x (-1)"(211+1)! (ka) 2

n 
/(/.; a)= -- ~ -

' 2 L(11+'2.)(11!(11+1)!)2 2 
11=0 

{ I+ 
2

i [4'(211 + 2) - ~'(11 + 2)- q(n + 1) + ln (-ka)- -
1
-]} 

7r 2 2n + 4 
(B.11) 

So, the integral can be expressed in terms of a series expansion. This expression can be 
used for our computer program. The series converges for values of ka in the relevant range 
(ka < 2). 



Appendix C 

Material constants 

In the following table the material constants of the used materials are given. Furthermore, 
the wave speeds in the isotropic homogeneous medium are given, which are related to these 
constants by 

(C.l) 
- J"+t,, Cp - -P-

Cs = ~ 

p(ky/111;) 1.;( .\'/111 2) Jt(N/m 2
) Cp( mj.s) Cs( m/.s) 

lead l. J:l I 0 I .L-J() 1010 8.:J(j 109 2.21 103 8.60 102 

epoxy l.202 10:i G.07 I oci 1. 7;3 109 2.64 103 1.20 103 

aluminium 2 .:)2::i 1 o:i 7.09 L0 10 2.6 10 10 6.47 103 3.21103 

SiC :urn 1o:i 2.291 1011 1.86 1011 8.46 103 7 .62 103 

water 1.00 10:; 2.25 109 0.00 10° 1..50 103 0.00 10° 

rock 2.G 10:1 -J.8!)8:3 10 lO 2.9161109 4.49103 1.06103 

methane 0.72 L0° L.-1·1 105 0.00 10° 4.30 102 0.00 10° 

steel 7.:-1 103 J.():3 1011 8.13 1010 .5.90 103 3.23103 

(0.5% Mo-Cr) 

Table C. l: l\faterial constants 
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